SAFETY RECALL

Reading Chairs
Sold at Cost Plus World Market Stores

The front legs of Chairs missing a support block can bend or break, posing a fall hazard.

SKU: 473747

Consumers should immediately stop using the product and inspect their Chair as follows:

- Turn the Chair upside down and unzip the dust cover
- To the right or left on each of the 2 front legs, you should see a support block (refer to middle picture above)
- If your Chair **does not** contain support blocks (refer to picture on the right above), your Chair is affected by this recall

Return the Chair to any Cost Plus World Market store for an exchange.

Call Cost Plus Inc. for additional information at:
1-877-967-5362 or visit [www.worldmarket.com](http://www.worldmarket.com)

In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission